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Predictions

Background and Significance of Reduplication
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•Using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk utility, subjects can be tested online. This
tool allows researchers to post their tasks onto the site, along with letting
them gather participants for the tasks that will be paid, which is all done
using a computer.
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•These languages may also have a root that reduplicates, or repeats, the
second consonant, (jnn) but not the first (jjn).
Real Word (attested):

janna [jnn]

Never Happens (unattested):

jajna

Effective Connectivity Analysis of MEG/EEG/MRI Data

•Due to the circumstances at hand, a major question is how can subjects be
tested now during quarantine?

• In Semitic languages, like Hebrew and Arabic words (janna – ‘garden’) are
created by a combination of a three-consonant root and wordform pattern.
ROOT

Behavioral Pilot Testing

[*jjn]

Generalization
•In a lexical decision task by Berent (2002), speakers were faster at
rejecting nonwords with unattested repetition patterns (e.g. [bbr]) than they
were at rejecting nonwords with attested repetition patterns (e.g. [brr]).
Question: What mechanism is responsible for assisting a speaker in
knowing that [brr] could be an acceptable root for a word, but [bbr] could
not, even when the speaker is hearing items they have never heard before?
•Berent argued this phenomenon was due to a rule Hebrew speakers used
to distinguish possible roots, which led to a faster rejection of [bbr].
•However, maybe Hebrew speakers are only trying to recognize words in
the task, and since no words exist that have a root [bb_], (but some have
[br_] roots) they recognize the item is not a word immediately when they
hear the second consonant of the root.
•In work done by Gow et al., neural decoding techniques were used to show
that neural representations of (English) words and nonwords represent
patterns of syllable repetition. Could Semitic speakers be making
judgments on the similarity in repetition patterns between nonsense
words and existing Semitic words?

Our Plan
Involves assessing if root consonant reduplication patterns are represented
in the same way in the brain by using neural decoding techniques, and then
viewing how these representations are used by effective connectivity
analyses of brain activity.

•If use rules: The word areas of the brain will be where reduplication
patterns are represented, and there will be an interaction between those
areas and the rule areas of the brain (e.g. insula, basal ganglia).
•If use association: The brain will represent reduplication patterns, and the
areas representing it will interact with non-rule areas that are apart of
recognizing and producing words (e.g. dorsal and ventral lexica).
But First: We have to do behavioral pilot experiments to replicate the
behavioral result we are trying to explain. Brain imaging experiments are
expensive, so we need to make sure they will work.

•For our experiment, Amazon Mechanical Turk tool will be used to gather 50
native Arabic speakers who are right-handed, and do not possess any
significant auditory, visual, or motor deficits.

Effective connectivity

analyses will tell us how
representations of reduplication
are used by showing us if they
interact with brain regions that
evaluate rules, or regions that
simply recognize words.

Testing in the Scanner

Methods for a Replication of Berent (2002) in Arabic
MEG: Measures
biomagnetic brain
activity

•Stimuli: 3 Root Patterns for Nonwords
• C1 C2 C2
• C1 C1 C2

+

+

• C1 C2 C3
•160 stimuli items were recorded for each type of root pattern
•All items were recorded by native speaker of Arabic who recorded 480
actual Arabic words as well
Rule
Examples
C1 C1 C2
babir
C1 C2 C2
barir
C1 C2 C3
barik

How the Pilot Data Shape our Next Steps

EEG: Measures
bioelectrical brain
activity

• If accuracy is poor for a small set of stimuli, we will remove or replace
them to create higher overall performance in the scanner.

MRI: Measures brain
anatomy (performed
after the task)

•If we replicate the Berent behavioral results (better accuracy and
shorter reaction time for nonwords with unattested root patterns) we will
go into the scanner.

Neural Decoding of MEG/EEG/MRI Data

•We predict that neural decoding analyses will discriminate between
different root patterns, suggesting repetition patterns are represented.
•We predict that effective connectivity patterns will not show interaction
between brain regions that represent root patterns and rules.

Making Stimuli
•Stimuli were recorded in a sound-proof room digitally
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Neural decoding
analyses will tell us whether
brain regions that represent
words represent patterns of
root consonant reduplication.
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•PRATT’s normalize tool was also used to match the intensity of each word
to be 70 dB

Experimental Trials
•960 trials were broken up into 6 chunks
•In each trial, participants were played a word or nonword, and were tasked
to press one of two buttons to signify if they thought the item was a word or
nonword
•Reaction time and accuracy data were both collected in the experiment

Analyses based on Cichy, Pantazis & Olivia (2014).
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